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ABSTRACT
We propose a new method to visualize gene expression experiments inspired by
the latent semantic indexing, technique originally proposed in the textual anal-
ysis context. By using the correspondence word-gene document-experiment,
we define an asymmetric similarity measure of association for genes that ac-
counts for potential hierarchies in the data, the key to obtain meaningful gene
mappings. We use the polar decomposition to obtain the sources of asymmetry
of the similarity matrix, which are later combined with previous knowledge.
Genetic classes of genes are identified by means of a mixture model applied in
the genes latent space. We describe the steps of the procedure and we show
its utility in the Human Cancer dataset.
Keywords: Latent semantic indexing, Asymmetric similarities, Gene expres-
sion data, Textual data analysis.
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1 Introducction
A gene expression dataset consists of a matrix Y ∈ IRn×p, with each row representing an
experiment and each column representing a gene. Typically, the number of genes is several
thousand, whereas the number of experiments or samples is in the order of tens. In Figure
1.A we show the heat map of the differentially expressed genes of the Human cancer dataset,
which originally consists of 6830 genes measured in 64 experiments corresponding to 14
different types of Cancer patients available in Hastie et al. (2009). To provide answers to
questions like which genes are more similar in terms of their expression profiles or which genes
are involved in certain types of cancer is the key to extracting useful biological knowledge in
experiments of this type.
A common strategy to find interesting patterns in the data is to define some measure
of similarity or dissimilarity for the genes (Priness et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2007), which
is later combined with a cluster algorithm (Kohonen et al., 2001; Gat-Viks et al., 2003).
The Euclidean distance, the Pearson correlation coefficient or the Mutual Information, are
the most common measures. Although useful in many scenarios, such measures are unable
to capture some complex features that have been discovered to be present in the way the
genes interact with each other. Particularly, an interesting case is the hierarchy among the
genes, an universal pattern that has been extensively observed in the literature, mainly in
the context of networks analysis (Reka and Baraba´si, 2002; Wuchty et al., 2003; Barabasi
and Oltvai, 2004).
Inspired by the latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Deerwester, 1988; Deerwester et al., 1990),
the technique originally proposed for textual data analysis, in this paper we propose a new
visualization technique to unravel the structure of gene expression datasets. Although the
idea of using textual data analysis techniques in the biological context has been explored
in the literature in some recent works (Bicego et al., 2010; Ng et al., 2004; Caldas et al.,
2009), these approaches use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) as a
fundamental model, which provides neither a Euclidean representation of the genes useful
for visualization nor takes into account the hierarchical relationship among the genes. In
this work we address both problems by means of a new asymmetric latent semantic indexing
approach (aLSI), following the existing literature in asymmetric similarities based methods
(Okada and Imaizumi, 1987; Okada, 1990; Chino, 1978, 1990; Mun˜oz et al., 2003). Therefore,
the contributions of this paper are twofold:
(i) A proof-of-concept analysis to illustrate the importance of using asymmetric gene sim-
ilarities in gene expression experiments.
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(ii) A new asymmetric latent semantic indexing (aLSI) approach to produce meaningful
gene mappings, which can be used in combination with previous biological knowledge
such as gene-ontologies, pathways, protein-protein interaction networks, etc.
Our approach is inspired by the work of (Mun˜oz and Gonza´lez, 2012) in which an asym-
metric version of the LSI is already defined in the textual data context. In this work the
authors propose a partition of the data in several hierarchical levels, which aim at accounting
for the hierarchical relationships between the words of the database. Within each level, a
Gram Mercer kernel matrix is obtained by means of the triangular decomposition, which
captures the remaining asymmetries not removed by the partition in the different layers.
Finally, a Euclidean representation of the words is produced within each level and these are
connected using a measure of inclusion.
In this work, we propose an alternative aLSI which does not require a partition of the
dataset in hierarchical levels. This represent itself and advantage with respect to the work
of (Mun˜oz and Gonza´lez, 2012) since the choice of the number of layers its already avoided.
Nevertheless, the key aspect of our approach is to replace the triangular decomposition
of the similarity matrix by the polar decomposition, which produces two complementary
gene representations. This allows us to produce a global mapping that does not require
any partition of the data while the information provided by the asymmetries in the gene
similarity matrix is still taken into account.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we detail the connection between asym-
metric similarities and hierarchies in genetic experiments and we illustrate this phenomenon
in the Human Cancer data set. In Section 3 we propose a new asymmetric latent semantic
indexing (aLSI) procedure. In Section 4 we illustrate the utility of the proposed approach
in a real data experiment and in Section 5 we conclude with a discussion of this work.
2 Hierarchy/asymmetry in gene expression experiments
In this section we illustrate the idea of “gene hierarchy”. To this end, we will use the above
mentioned Human Cancer data set. Consider the matrix X such that xkj = 1 if the gene
j is significantly expressed in the experiment k and xkj = 0 otherwise (see Section 4.1 for
details). This gene-experiment matrix is analogous to the term-document matrix, common
in textual analysis (Mun˜oz and Gonza´lez, 2012). In this field, it is common to work with a
matrix X where xkj = 1 if the term j appears in document k and xkj = 0 otherwise. By
using the correspondence genes/words and experiments/documents we can apply techniques
from the text mining literature to analyse gene expression datasets. Therefore, in the sequel
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Figure 1: A) Heat-map of the micro-array of the Human Cancer dataset. Originally, there
are 6830 genes (columns) whose expression is measured in 64 patients (rows) with 14 different
types of Cancer. Colour intensity represents the level expression of the genes. B) Heap map
of the Human Cancer dataset in which only the expressed genes are highlighted (in white).
Each row of this matrix can be interpreted as a document whose words are those genes which
are differentially expressed.
we will use indistinctly the terms genes-words and experiments-documents.
For now, consider a textual data set and let |xi| be the number of documents indexed by
term ith and |xi ∧ xj| the number of documents indexed by both i and j terms. Consider
the following asymmetric similarity measure (sij 6= sji)
sij =
|xi ∧ xj|
|xi| =
∑
kmin(xik, xjk)∑
k xik
, (2.1)
which has been previously studied in a number of works related to Information Retrieval
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Figure 2: Evidence of the Zipf’s law in gene expression experiments: Histogram of the norms
of the 2093 differentially expressed genes of the Human cancer data set.
(Mun˜oz, 1997; Mart´ın de Diego et al., 2010). It turns out that expression (2.1) can be
interpreted as the degree in which the topic represented by the term i is a subset of the topic
represented by the term j. As a measure of inclusion it was originally proposed by Kosko
(1991) in the context of fuzzy set theory. Regarding its interpretation in a textual data
example, consider, for instance, a collection of documents containing the term “statistics”.
In this case a more specific term like “non parametric” will occur just in a subset. The
relation between “non parametric” and ”statistics” is strongly asymmetric, in the sense that
the concept represented by the word “non parametric” is a subset of the concept represented
by the word “statistics” but not conversely. In the biological context, where sij represents
the similarity between two genes, expression (2.1) represents the degree in which a gene i is
a subclass or it is hierarchically dependent of a gene j.
The matrix X contains information about both, the terms and the documents of the
database. In the sequel we will use tj to refer the terms (columns of X) and di (rows of
X) to refer the documents. Using the definition of similarity in expression (2.1) the skew-
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symmetric term associated to each pair of terms ti, tj can be written as
1
2
(sij − sji) = 1
2
( |ti ∧ tj|
|ti| −
|ti ∧ tj|
|tj|
)
=
|ti ∧ tj|
2|ti||tj| (|tj| − |ti|) ∝ (|tj| − |ti|).
Therefore, a large difference between sij and sji is directly related to a large difference
between the norms of the words given by |ti| and |tj|. Thus, the distribution of term norms
in case of asymmetry/hierarchy is clearly far from being uniform.
In Figure 2 we show the histogram of the norms of the differentially expressed genes
of the Human Cancer data set. The figure shows that a few number of genes have very
large norms while a large number of genes have small norms. This behaviour, which can
be modelled by means of the Zipf’s law (Mart´ın-Merino and Mun˜oz, 2005), is an evidence
of asymmetric/hierarchical associations. Genes with large norms correspond to ‘biologically
relevant’ genes involved in many processes (or high level concepts), whereas genes with small
norm represent rarely expressed genes (or very specific concepts). The hierarchy induced on
the gene set by the inclusion measure sij is directly related with its asymmetric nature, and
caused by the strongly asymmetric gene frequency distribution.
3 Asymmetric latent semantic indexing
The latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Deerwester, 1988) is a useful technique in natural lan-
guage processing to analyse relationships between a set of documents and the terms they
contain. The idea is to produce a set of concepts or latent semantic classes to summarize the
content of the dataset. In this section we propose an asymmetric latent semantic indexing
that uses as input the similarity in eq. (2.1). In a biological context, we will talk about
‘latent genetic classes’ to refer to groups of genes that summarize the main content of the
data. Next, we introduce the LSI to later generalize it to its asymmetric version.
3.1 Latent semantic indexing
Consider the n× p document by term X matrix whose entries contain the word counts per
document. The matrix XTX contains the correlations among terms tj and tk (measured
as tTj tk) and XX
T contains the correlations among documents measured as did
T
s . Using
the singular value decomposition (SVD) for X we obtain the unique decomposition X =
UxΣxV
T
x , where Ux and Vx are orthogonal matrices and Dx is diagonal and contains the
singular values of X. It is straightforward to see that XXT = UxΣxΣ
T
xU
T
x and
XTX = VxΣ
T
xΣxV
T
x . (3.1)
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Therefore, the immersion of the term tj into the semantic class space is given by
tj = Σ
−1
x Uxtj. (3.2)
On the other hand, the immersion of document di in the same latent space is given by
di = Σ
−1
x Vxdi.
3.2 Polar decomposition of an asymmetric similarity matrix
Consider the p × p asymmetric similarity matrix (S)ij = sij in eq. (2.1). By means of the
SVD we obtain that S = UsΣsV
T
s , which lead to the polar decomposition of S (Horn and
R., 1991; Higham, 1986). Define L = UsV
T
s . Then S = K1L = LK2, where
K1 = UsΣsU
T
s (3.3)
K2 = VsΣsV
T
s . (3.4)
Note that ‖S‖F = ‖K1‖F = ‖K2‖F , where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. Also remark that
S does not directly decompose in any combination of K1 and K2 but these matrices can be
understood as the two sources of asymmetry of S. Geometrically speaking, since SV = UΣ,
it is straightforward to check that Svj = σjuj where vj and uj are the columns of U
and V respectively. Therefore the eigenvectors {v1, . . . ,vp} of K2 are mapped under the
asymmetric matrix S onto the scaled orthogonal coordinate system {σ1u1, . . . , σnup}. Equiv-
alently, one can interpret the symmetric effect with respect to the eigenvectors {u1, . . . ,up}.
The asymmetry in S is therefore reflected in the angle between each pair of left and right
eigenvectors of S. Therefore span{v1, . . . ,vp} and span{u1, . . . ,up} produce different but
complementary representations of the genes. Note that if S is a symmetric matrix K1 = K2
and therefore both representations are equivalent since uj = vj for all j = 1, . . . , p. The
polar decomposition has been previously used in the analysis of asymmetric relationships in
(Gower, 1977, 1998).
3.3 Merging the sources of asymmetry
The matrices K1 and K2 are symmetric and positive semi-definite. Therefore, they are
kernel matrices (Aroszajn, 1950; Wahba, 1990) that admit the decompositions K1 = Φ1Φ
T
1
and K2 = Φ2Φ
T
2 where Φ1 = UΣ
1/2 and Φ2 = VΣ
1/2 respectively. The two matrices induce
two different distances for the terms, which are the consequence of S of being asymmetric.
Note that if S is symmetric then Φ1 = Φ2. To find a unifying distance (or kernel) using
K1 and K2 is therefore the key to obtain an appropriate Euclidean representation for the
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terms. In this sense, suppose that we are able to find suitable transformations φi, i = 1, 2,
such that the induced distance on the terms, given by dφi(tj, tk)
2 = ‖φi(tj) − φi(tk)‖2,
corresponds to the one induced by each kernel matrix Ki. This implies that dφi(tj, tk)
2 =
(Ki)jj + (Ki)kk − 2(Ki)jk, where j, k = 1, . . . , p and (K)jk = φi(tj)Tφi(tk).
Following (Gonza´lez and Mun˜oz, 2013), it is possible to prove that for each matrix Ki
there exists a symmetry, continuous and positive-definite kernel function Ki : T × T → IR,
where T is a compact set, such that Ki(tj, tk) = φ(tj)
Tφ(tk), tj, tk ∈ T is the implicit kernel
corresponding to dφi(tj, tk). See (Gonza´lez and Mun˜oz, 2013) for conditions on the existence
of such ki. Each kernel function ki has a unique associated Reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS), whose feature map 1 or canonical basis, is given by φi (Aroszajn, 1950; Wahba,
1990).
The operation of adding the kernels k1 and k2 gives rise to a new RKHS whose feature
map is the union of φ1 and φ2. In particular, let k1 and k2 two positive semi-definite kernel
functions and let φ1 and φ2 their underlying feature maps. Then k = λ1k1 + λ2k2, with
λ1, λ2 ≥ 0, is a positive semi-definite kernel with φ = [
√
λ1φ1,
√
λ2φ2] as a valid feature
map. This property, , which can be easily generalized to multiple kernels, implies that
the sum of the kernel functions k1 and k2 can be understood as the sum of the associated
RKHSs. Therefore, to use the operation K = λ1K1 + λ2K2, with λ1 = λ2 = 1/2, has
the property of defining a new kernel matrix whose induced distances take equally into
account the representation of the terms using both kernels, or equivalently in our case, the
representations of the genes given by Φ1 = UΣ
1/2 and Φ2 = VΣ
1/2. That is, the right and
left eigenvalues of S have the same weight on the final distance induced by K.
An alternative fusion scheme can be found in (Mun˜oz and Gonza´lez, 2012). However, in
this work the main step to deal with asymmetry is to split the dataset into layers of words
with similar norm. Here, we are able to deal with asymmetry in a single step by means
of the polar decomposition of S. In the former approach, hierarchical clusters of words are
provided, but a unique representation of the terms is not available as we provide here. This
represents a problem for the generalization and applicability of the work in (Mun˜oz and
Gonza´lez, 2012) that is solved in our proposal: since the distance among words of different
layers is not available, this technique cannot be used in problem like classification in which
a unique distance for the words is needed.
1We say that φ is the feature map of a kernel k : T × T → IR if k(t, t′) = 〈φ(t), φ(t′)〉 holds for any t,
t′ ∈ T where 〈·, ·〉 represents the usual l2 product.
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3.4 Generalizing the combination approach
The goal of this section is to generalize the previous idea described in the previous section
in order to propose an approach to combine K1, K2 and a third matrix W with prior
information about the problem. Such a matrix might be derived from an initial labeling
of the terms or the experiments. In the genetic context, this is a natural idea since prior
knowledge about the relationships among the genes is common (Wang et al., 2013). Some
examples are gene-ontologies, pathways, protein-protein interaction networks, etc. Note that
by imposing K to be positive semi-definite a Euclidean representation of the terms is always
available by mean of some matrix decomposition K = ΦΦT (Schoenberg, 1935; Young and
Householder, 1938).
We combine K1, K2 and W to obtain a fusion similarity matrix K by maximizing
Gτ (K) = ‖K− γ1F(K1,K2)‖2F + τ ‖K− γ2W‖2F , (3.5)
where τ > 0 is the regularization parameter, γ1, γ2 > 0 are scale parameters and F(K1,K2)
is a functional combination of the matrices K1 and K2 whose output is a symmetric positive
semi-definite matrix. The underlying idea in eq. (3.6) is to merge both sources of asymmetry
and to keep a balance with the prior knowledge given by W. The fusion scheme proposed in
eq. (3.6) can be derived using a regularization theory approach, similar to the one used in
the derivation of SVM classifiers (Mart´ın de Diego et al., 2010). The solution to the problem
stated in eq. (3.5) is given in the following proposition,
Proposition 1. The minimizer of Gτ (S) for any F and τ > 0 and γ1 = γ2 = τ + 1 is given
by
K = F(K1,K2) + τW. (3.6)
Of course, different F lead to different combinations of K1 and K2. In this work, and
based on the ideas described in the previous section, we consider the arithmetic mean of the
matrices F(K1,K2) = (K1 + K2)/2 but we refer to (Mart´ın de Diego et al., 2010; Mun˜oz
and Gonza´lez, 2007; Mun˜oz and Gonza´lez, 2008; Mun˜oz et al., 2006) for further kernel fusion
procedures.
3.5 Probabilistic latent semantic indexing with asymmetric simi-
larities
In this section we make use of eq. (3.5), computed from the asymmetric similarity matrix
S, to redefine the LSI. We use the ideas from (Park and Ramamohanarao, 2009; Mun˜oz
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and Gonza´lez, 2012) with the special novelty that the term representation is given by the
distances induced by our particular choice of K.
Following the ideas described in Section 3.3, let φ be a transformation of the terms such
that the induced distance on the terms, given by dφ(tj, tk)
2 = ‖φ(tj)− φ(tk)‖2, corresponds
to the one induced by the kernel matrix K. Consider the matrix Φ, such that (Φ)ij = φi(tj).
The rows of Φ, say the φ(tj), represent the transformation of tj to the latent class/feature
space. Following the LSI scheme, we apply the SVD to the transformed term p×m matrix
Φ = UΣVT and we obtain that K = ΦΦT = UΣΣTUT = (UΛ
1
2 )(UΛ
1
2 )T , where Λ = ΣΣT =
Σ2 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of K and Σ is the diagonal matrix of singular values
of Φ. In this context the matrix K plays the role of XTX in the original LSI formulation.
Then the immersion of φ(ti) is given by
φs(ti) = Σ
−1UTφ(ti) = Λ−
1
2UTφ(ti).
Therefore, by replacing XTX by K we ‘kernelize’ the LSI by using the original asymmetric
similarity matrix S: we replace the original linear mapping of the LSA by the non linear one
give by φ.
The semantic classes in the latent space can be identified with clusters of transformed
term data. In order to estimate such semantic classes c1, . . . , cq we apply a Gaussian mixture
model-based clustering (Fraleyand and Raftery, 2002). That is, for each term we obtain an
estimation of the probability of membership, p(ci|tj), to each one of the latent semantic
classes ci. We assume that each cluster is generated by a Gaussian multivariate distribution
fk(t) = Nk(µk,Σk), where µk and Σk are the mean vector and covariance matrix respectively.
The final mixture density is therefore given by
f(t) =
q∑
k=1
αkNk(t) =
q∑
k=1
αNk(µk,Σk),
where each αk represents the prior probability or weight of the component k. The main
advantage of this approach is that we can obtain a density estimator for each cluster and a
‘soft’ classification rule is available: each term may belong to more than one semantic class
via the use of conditional probabilities p(ci|tj).
3.6 Algorithm
In this section we summarize the steps to apply the proposed asymmetric latent semantic
indexing to a data set. As we detailed in Section 2, there exist strong similarities between
textual and gene expression data, therefore our proposal can be used in both scenarios. See
Table 1 for details.
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Input: Genes-by-experiments matrix X.
Output: Map of terms (genes), latent semantic classes.
1. Obtain the asymmetric similarity S.
2. Decompose S = UsΣsV
T
s .
3. Obtain the two sources of asymmetry K1 and K2.
4. Obtain the matrix of labels of the terms (or genes) W.
5. Fuse the matrices using the scheme proposed in (3.6).
6. Obtain the projections of the terms into the latent semantic classes.
7. Assign probabilities to the classes using a mixture model.
8. Visualize the genes and the mixture model using MDS.
Table 1: Main steps of aLSI algorithm.
4 Application: aLSI of the Human cancer data set
In this section we analyse the Human cancer data set, described in the introduction of this
work, by using the proposed asymmetric latent semantic indexing detailed in Section 3.5.
The analysis consists of two main steps. First, we calculate the genes which are statistically
expressed in each experiment and we obtain the matrix X. Second, we use this matrix to
obtain genetic semantic classes of genes that we will associate with different types of cancer.
In order to find the clusters of genes, we also use the Euclidean distance and the Correlation
matrix to illustrate the benefits of our approach in this context. The R-code to replicate all
the figures and results of this work is available at https://github.com/javiergonzalezh/aLSI.
4.1 Differential analysis
The initial point in our analysis is the matrix Y, which consists of the expression level of
6830 genes in 64 experiments. The first step is to identify which genes are differentially
expressed. That is, to statistically decide whether for a given gene its expression is greater
than what we would expect just due to natural random variations.
The motivation for this gene filtering is that a relatively few number of genes of the
database should be expressed in each experiment. Different methods have been proposed
in the literature (Yang et al., 2013). In this work, we follow a simple and straightforward
approach which uses the coefficient of variation CV = |x¯|/sd(x) to discriminate between ex-
pressed and non-expressed genes. The reason to use this coefficient is the linear relationship
between the gene expression mean and the gene standard deviation expression of the genes
across the experiments. See Figure 4.1 A. In particular, we consider that a gene is differ-
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Figure 3: The first step towards the identification of the latent genetic classes of the database
is to perform a differential analysis of the genes. A) Mean vs. Standard deviation of the
6830 genes of the Human cancer data set across the 64 available patients. B) Histogram of
the CV of all the genes.
entially expressed in the database if the value of the coefficient of variation is larger than
0.5. Of course, other thresholds are possible if additional information about the experiential
noise is available. In Figure 4.1.A, we show the histogram of the coefficients of variation of
all the genes of the database. The total number of genes with a CV larger than 0.5 is 2093.
Given the set of expressed genes, in order to build the matrix X, we need to decide when
a particular gene is expressed in an experiment. To this end, we consider the maximum of
the expression in the set of non expressed genes and we use it as a threshold in the set of the
expressed ones. The purpose of this threshold is to capture the random variation in the data.
Figure 4 shows the expression values of two genes across the 64 experiments. One of the genes
(left) is differentially expressed in those experiments above the selected threshold (horizontal
dotted line at 4.46). In particular, this gene is assumed to be significantly expressed in a
total of 5 experiments. On the other hand, in Figure 4 (right), we show the expression
values of a non expressed gene. All the values remain below the threshold, reflecting that
the variations in expression are random variations. In Figure 1.B, we show the heat map of
the 2093 differentially expressed genes of the dataset.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the profiles of two genes. On the left we show a differentially
expressed genes in 5 experiments. On the right we show the profile of a non differentially
expressed gene.
4.2 Extraction of latent genetic classes using aLSI
Next, we apply the asymmetric latent semantic indexing proposed in Section 3.5 to the
differentially expressed genes of the Human Cancer dataset. To this end, we calculate the
gene similarity following (2.1) and we proceed with the steps of Algorithm 1.
The matrix W in expression (3.6) is calculated using the labels of the experiments. First
we assign a membership of the genes to each one of the 14 types of cancer:“CNS”, “RENAL”,
“BREAST”, “NSCLC”, “UNKNOWN”, “OVARIAN”, “MELANOMA”, “PROSTATE”, “LEUKEMIA”,
“K562B-repro”, “K562A-repro”, “COLON”, “MCF7A-repro”, and “MCF7D-repro”. To this
end, we assign the gene i to the type of cancer k if it is expressed in at least in one of the
experiments of that type. Note that the same gene might belong to more than one class
simultaneously. We define the gene similarity matrix Q whose entries are calculated as
qij =
#times gene i and j appear simultaneously in some type of cancer
#types of cancer in which gene i is expressed
(4.1)
The matrix W in (3.6) is calculated as W = (Q1 +Q2)/2 where Q1 and Q2 are the matrices
resulting from the polar decomposition of Q. Note that the matrix W play the role of the
labels in the combination, following the idea of kernel combinations in the support vector
classification context (Mart´ın de Diego et al., 2010). Parameter τ is fixed to 0.2 following
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(Gonza´lez and Mun˜oz, 2013).
We apply the aLSI described in Section 3.5. We use a metric Multidimensional scaling
to obtain a low dimensional representation of the genes, which is shown in Figure 5. Also,
the projections using the Pearson correlation and the Euclidean distance are shown. The
Euclidean distance and the Pearson correlation do not show any cluster structure helpful to
identify groups of genes involved in different cancers. However, the proposed aLSI is able to
do so.
In order to interpret such groups we estimate the mixture model described in Section 3.5
with 14 groups. Each gene is assigned to a cluster by taking
class of genei = arg max
ci
p(ci|genei).
The conditional probabilities p(ci|genei) can be interpreted in this context as fuzzy member-
ship degrees. In Table 2 we show the 10 genes with the highest probability of each cluster.
In Table 3, we show the cross frequencies of the genes in the different types of cancers and
clusters. Note that the same gene might belong to different cancer groups simultaneously,
therefore the correspondence clusters-cancer types should not be necessarily one to one.
Some interesting conclusions show up when the Table 3 is interpreted. BREAST, COLON,
MELANONA, NSCLS and RENAL cancers seem to be associated to single clusters. The
cancers K562A-repro and K562B-repro appear clearly together in the same group (group
9), which also occurs with cancers MCF7A-repro and MCF7D-repro. Apart from the inter-
pretability of the groups in terms of types of cancers, Table 3 also helps to identify similarities
between types of cancer. Similar patterns between cancers across the clusters (similar rows)
can be associated to similar types of cancer. The previously mentioned case of the K562A-
repro and K562B-repro types is a clear example. A graphic illustration of these results can
be observed in Figure 6, which shows a Sammon mapping of the 14 latent genetic classes
(types of cancer) using the results from Table 3.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a new approach to visualize gene expression experiments.
The key idea is to use an asymmetric similarity for the genes, which is used within the
latent semantic indexing context, to obtain latent genetic classes or groups of genes which
are similar in their expression patterns. We provide both, a Euclidean representation of the
genes, which is able to illustrate the different genetic patterns of expression in the data set,
and the probabilities of membership of each gene to those classes. The proposed method has
13
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Figure 5: Multidimensional scaling projections (1st, 2nd, 3th) using the similarity ma-
trix produced by the aLSI, the Pearson correlation and the Euclidean distance. The
groups colouring correspond to the membership of the genes to the different groups of
cancer: G1 (BREAST), G2 (CNS), G3 (COLON), G4 (K562A-repro), G5 (K562B-repro),
G6 (LEUKEMIA), G7 (MCF7A-repro), G8 (MCF7D-repro), G9 (MELANOMA), G10
(NSCLC), G11 (OVARIAN), G2 (PROSTATE), G13 (RENAL), G14 (UNKNOWN).
been used to analyse the Human Cancer dataset obtaining new and valuable information
that remains unadvertised to classical similarity measures like the Pearson’s correlation and
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Figure 6: Sammon mapping of the 14 types of cancers using the results from Table 3
the Euclidean distance.
This work leads to a wide variety of future analysis. On the most theoretical and method-
ological side, the study of the geometrical properties of the matrices K1 and K2 and of further
combination procedures are of interest. For instance, we aim to explore the Geometric and
Harmonic weighted means given by
F tgeometric(K1,K2) = K1/21 (K−1/21 K2K−1/21 )tK1/21 ,
F tharmonic(K1,K2) = (tK−11 + (1− t)K−12 )−1,
for t ∈ [0, 1] and to study their effects in the final genes representation.
In addition, although we have presented a method in which the sources of asymmetry
for the genes similarity are merged into a symmetric matrix, it is our plan to investigate the
potential combinations of our approach with previously developed asymmetric multidimen-
sional scaling techniques (Chino, 2012). Also new ways to embed prior knowledge into the
matrix W will be the focus of further study, which we envision will have a large impact for
practitioners: in this work we only have considered the experiments labelling to obtain a
measure of association for the genes. However, in the future it is our aim to consider gene
15
ontologies and other topological measures of biological networks, like Protein-Protein inter-
action networks to improve the final gene mapping and the interpretation of the obtained
gene semantic classes.
A Appendix
Proof. (Proposition 1). To maximize Gτ (K) we take partial the derivative for each Sls. Then
∂Gτ [K]
∂(K)sl
= 2(Kls − γ1F(K1,K2)ls) + 2τ ((K)ls − γ2(W)ls) (A.1)
for s, l = 1, . . . ,m,. Setting the previous partial derivatives to zero yields a linear system
whose unique solution is a matrix K whose elements are given by
K∗ = γ1
1
τ + 1
F(K1,K2) + γ2 τ
τ + 1
W = F(K1,K2) + τW, (A.2)
for l, s = 1, . . . ,m,. To check if K is a maximum or a minimum we evaluate the Hessian
matrix of Gτ [S] on K. Such matrix is the n× n diagonal matrix
H(K∗) = 2 ·

τ + 1 0 · · · 0
0 τ + 1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · τ + 1
 (A.3)
which is positive definite for any τ > 0. Hence, (A.2) is a minimum of (3.5) for any τ > 0.
Proposition 2. let k1 and k2 two positive semi-definite kernel functions and let φ1 and
φ2 their underlying feature maps. Then k = λ1k1 + λ2k2, with λ1, λ2 ≥ 0, is a positive
semi-definite kernel with φ = [
√
λ1φ1,
√
λ2φ2] as a valid feature map.
Proof. (Proposition 2). We only need to show that k(t, t′) = 〈φ(t), φ(t′)〉 is satisfied for k
and φ. In our case we have that
〈φ(t), φ(t′)〉 = 〈(
√
λ1t1,
√
λ2t2), (
√
λ1t
′
1,
√
λ2t
′
2)〉
= λ1〈φ1(t), φ1(t′)〉+ λ2〈φ2(t), φ2(t′)〉
= λk1(t, t
′) + λ2k2(t, t′)
= k(t, t′),
which shows that the proposition holds.
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Latent genetic class Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
1 7 8 619 683 1726
2 1891 193 187 188 186
3 1721 1720 1684 1620 1653
4 19 59 63 76 102
5 1339 1619 2040 1596 1470
6 1359 574 1451 1729 2007
7 130 156 157 158 249
8 496 502 515 493 494
9 242 338 369 377 380
10 253 277 278 279 281
11 996 1000 1045 992 1007
12 449 451 475 485 486
13 480 576 577 578 1168
14 828 883 884 893 913
Table 2: 5 genes IDs with maximum probability in the mixture-model for each one of the 14
latent genetic clusters. The label of each gene is given by the row position in the dataset of
differentially expressed genes.
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14
BREAST 0 1 0 30 0 301 24 1 11 41 8 2 14 29
CNS 5 30 38 11 57 67 0 11 7 0 12 2 2 1
COLON 0 15 5 287 0 17 0 2 5 6 0 4 7 0
K562A-repro 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 0 0 2 0 0
K562B-repro 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 1 0
LEUKEMIA 0 21 13 33 0 48 1 147 62 4 1 56 2 0
MCF7A-repro 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 45 0 0 0 0
MCF7D-repro 0 2 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 36 0 0 1 0
MELANOMA 1 24 39 21 0 64 0 8 6 5 307 0 8 1
NSCLC 0 259 5 25 0 80 0 1 3 3 0 1 43 0
OVARIAN 86 36 29 42 2 36 0 12 7 3 12 1 5 0
PROSTATE 4 11 4 3 0 11 0 0 5 0 2 0 1 0
RENAL 0 47 377 17 0 87 0 6 6 1 0 0 1 0
UNKNOWN 5 7 2 2 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3: Correspondence between the 14 latent genetic estimated clusters and the genes
membership to the different types of cancers.
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